Summer Newsletter 2018
Phew! What a hot summer we are having and this has had an effect on sales. Luckily our sister
company Elements rainwear has been selling raincoats to southern hemisphere countries such as
Australia and New Zealand where presently they are having their wet season! For those of you that
don’t care about the heat it’s time to enjoy your PVC extra soft. This reminded me about a few
emails I have received from customers who are concerned about PVC due to all of the hype in the
media at the moment. Firstly can I re-assure everyone that every scrap of PVC that we produce is
fully recycled in the Middle East where it is used to soften every day products made from PVC such
as dustbins, flooring and cladding etc. If you do not want to dispose of an old raincoat into your trash
you could always send it to us and we will recycle it for you. We all know that there is so much false
information on the internet. It’s amazing how someone with no knowledge of chemistry can
overnight become an expert and state that PVC can harm you. The fact is that the PVC we use is
proven to be perfectly safe (unless you eat raincoats!) The oils that are used to soften PVC are
known as phthalates and there is a lot of unfounded fuss about them. Phthalates are one of the
most in-depth tested chemicals in the world, scientists have been analysing them for over 50 years
and the Plastics industry has reacted to all of their findings. There are very strict EU rules in place for
which Phthalates can be used and the document is called the REACH agreement. The REACH
agreement has stipulated that the phthalate that is completely safe to use is DINP and this is the
plasticiser that PVC-U-LIKE stipulates to all of its suppliers, so you can relax, your fetish is not
harming you!
Whilst it has been a bit quite we have been busy re-stocking with external products like latex
clothing and sex toys. We have also been re-stocking our off the shelf range and adding new colours
to the range. We have quite a few garments made up in the new extra soft Pearl Pink and Baby blue.
These two materials are proving very popular because they are almost as flexible as latex! Two
popular items offering these colours are our long raincoat RA01 and two piece suits SU40, see below
for a full list of new stock items.
Material News.
4-way stretch PU
We know that some of you prefer the 4-way stretch material which has a lycra backing and is
comfortable to wear for long periods of time. We have dabbled with Chinese suppliers and none
have matched the quality of our American suppliers who have a superior cloth. Problem is the pound
is weak against the dollar and with shipping the American material is extremely expensive so after a
lot of research we discovered that the superior materials are in fact being produced in South Korea.
We have ordered 3000 meters from Korea which arrive next week w/c 23/7. We have our usual
Black and red but we have added a shocking pink (MAS2) to the colour choice so look out for that
coming soon!
New in:RES5: Shiny Red with white polka dots 0.200 PVC now in stock and available across most garments.
BLM2: Very soft Baby Blue 0.220 PVC now in stock and proving very popular! We still have 5 x rolls
of the old BLM1 if you prefer that material.
PIP2: Very soft Pearl Pink 0.200 PVC. Very similar to the Pearl pink we sold many years ago but mega
soft and stretchy just like Latex!

Materials now finished.
GRS1: Soft shiny Green has now finished.
NAT3: Semi trans with coloured dots down to last roll.
New stock items:SU40: Unisex two Piece suit. This popular suit with jacket and overtrousers is now re-stocked in the
Black / Red reversible (BKS4) slightly thinner at 0.400 but super flexible! Three new colours include
Semi Trans White (WHT1), new rubbery light blue (BLM2) and glass clear Red (REG1). A lot of PVc
and great fun for only £46. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=SU40ms
JA17: Jelly Jacket. This popular Jacket with Hood and front zip has re-stocked in Glass clear Red
(REG1) and two new colours have arrived Shiny red with white polka dots (RES5) and super slippery
Pearl Pink (PIP2). Cheaper than the price of a pizza! Have some fun at your next festival!
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=JA17ms
RA01: Long Raincoat. A firm favourite at PVC-U-LIKE you cannot beat a nice long raincoat. Now restocked Glass Clear Red (REG1) and new colours Slippery Pearl Pink (PIP2) and Shiny Red with white
polka dots (RES5). Great value for only £25. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA01ms
SU10: Unisex one piece suit. Always a winner this one piece suit has a drawstring hood, elasticised
wrists and ankles and full length zip. We have no re-stocked Shiny Black (BKS1), and added new
colours Slippery Light Blue (BLM2) and semi trans White (WHT1). Buy one now and be ready for the
cold nights in! http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=SU10ms
CA08: Enclosed Cape. For head to toe coverage the one piece cape fits the brief. Now available in
Glass Clear Red (REG1) and Shiny red with white polka dots (RES5). Acres of PVC to wrap yourself up
in. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA08m
All of the following off the shelf codes have now been topped up and we have new colours added
such as REP1 Pearl red, BLT7 Aqua Blue and RET1 semi trans Red.
CA14 Poncho now available in BLP2, BLT7, REP1, RET1, and NAT3
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA14m
CA15 Cape now available in BLP2, BLT7, REP1, RET1, NAT3, VIT2 and WHT3.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=CA15m
SU31 One Piece suit now available in BLP2, REP1, GRT5, WHP1
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=SU31ms
RA79 Outgoing raincoat available in RET1 and NAT3.
http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA79ms
SU34 Hazchem suit. We now have our popular Hazchem suit available off the shelf in the following
colours BLT7, GRT5, RET1 and REP1 so if you need a complete enclosure fix quickly this is your best
option! http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=SU34ms

Are you in America?
Our distributor in the US is Make it Kinky http://www.makeitkinky.com/ They have been working
hard to ensure that you can have everything that we offer. They have recently added a number of
sexy latex garments to their range as well. Hopefully the service and delivery will be more efficient
than we can offer from Europe also its nice to have a local contact to communicate with.
New Stock running out
RA87 “Ruby Raincoat” Are you trying to persuade your missus to wear a PVC raincoat? This raincoat
is your best way to get her converted! This raincoat has shape, it has flair, it has a vintage vibe, it has
a full skirt so this ticks all the boxes and it is in stock in seven great colours. Grab one now before
they sell out. http://pvc-u-like.com/proddetail.asp?prod=RA87ms
PVC Dreams Streaming site. Did you know that Dreams can now be streamed on a ipad.
http://pvcdreams.tv if you want to see our PVC worn by stunning models being very naughty then
start subscribing to the site now. They also have a very active facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/groups/PVCDREAMS/ which is a closed group so you will need to ask to
join but once in there are plenty of pictures and news to digest. The streaming site will play on PC,
mobile device and direct through a smart TV so there is no excuse to not be enjoying yourself!
Best Wishes

GARY and the PUL TEAM

